AN URGENT NEED!
By Ralh A. Kenyon

During the last two months we have received $103,585.66 for the "E. W. Kenyon" manuscript. We wish to thank those who have so generously ministered in this way.

We are very sorry to announce that we are being forced to cut back in our ministry, the literature being sent to the foreign fields. We have asked the Father for a definite leading in this, and He has told us to curtail the foreign work for a time that the work at home may be built up and freed from debt.

It does not seem fitting that the work should remain in debt... It demonstrates that we are asking you prayer warriors to stand with us to define the intervention of the forces of darkness are hunted back and the finances loaded with hope. If people are being blessed, Satan always tries to hinder the work because he knows you are in the same in any way for the Master. We have told you that Satan must acknowledge his defeat.

In the last fifteen months we have received $1,415.60 for the Good News, and $27.05 for the Printed papers, etc., which have come in $24.74, including postage. The postage alone for the foreign work is over $100 a month. A week cannot pass without some institution for a short period, we should be able to get these publishing bills paid here at home. We own nearly $4,000 in printing, paper and supplies, and the office force has been working practically without salaries for the past year. The back pay due our help now amounts to over $1,600. I want you to know that we are not asking for funds at this time. Let's get this bills cleared and then we can again send forth the literature to the foreign field. If we have enough funds, the ministry I know you will want to do is ministering to the needs of the people. Remember the work of prayer in this emergency. This will be the key of this ministry, and it will add to our share. The Father has told us to bring our tithe into the storehouse, and we know the Father will richly bless whatever we are able to send. Prov. 3:10, 11.

SPECIAL OFFER
Close Out Sale of Greeting Cards
We have a limited number of boxes of Sunshine Line greeting cards at a price of $1.00 a box. There are 14 beautiful designs, each one done with appropriate Scripture Verse. You may have your choice of these cards at the Greetings, or an assortment of cards as follows:

You may now have these lovely cards at a price of $1.25 per box, or three boxes for $3.75. Take advantage of this low price, for these boxes are limited number, so orders will be filled in the order received.

SEND IN YOUR ORDER AT ONCE.

E. W. Kenyon

SPECIAL OFFER
The Two Kinds of Life

E. W. Kenyon has written a commentary on the book of Revelation, which produce a civilization that it is called "Eternal Life." The mass of humanities has heard and know not how to answer. Civilization has, therefore, been concluded by the type of Christianity which has given it has failed. It is strange that the Church has made at the "New Creation Fast," its leaders have never realized the possibilities that this New Creation brings. Eternal Life produces definite effects in the experiences of people. There is an ability of man, the most vital of all that God has ever offered to man. If you have not read this inspiring book, and you want to know the effects of Eternal Life, then we offer to give you a special reduced price until Aug. 31st, 1948, or to mail you a copy for $2.00. (This is a saving of $1.)

A companion book, "The Jesus Kind of Love," is an offer and send for copies for yourself and your friends NOW.

DEFEAT OR SURRENDER
E. W. Kenyon

The Jesus Kind of Love is almost the very center around which all our human relationships in the Divine Kingdom are centered.

When the believer makes the unregenerate one, a subject of Christian discipline, it puts the Jesus upon the throne, it silences the utter defeat of the Devil in that man's life.

Our challenge to Christ is Love's surrender.

The Jesus Kind of Life is the holiest moment of one's life. When the man who wins his battle, when he capitulates; when he pass over ourselves in love-surrender, it is a holy moment. It is not the surrender of a weak one to a superior. It is not the surrender of a worn-out army that has struggled and fought for hours and then has to yield to force.

This is not surrender... that is defeat. It is a heart-breaking giving up of ideals for which sacrifice and blood have mingled. This is the yielding to the Lordship of Christ, it is very different from the surrender.

There is better remuneration in the saturation army that is controlled to yield.

There is joy unbelievable in the heart of a Conquered Victorious.

E. W. Kenyon
TO OUR FRIENDS IN NIGERIA AND THE GOLD COAST

Since your correspondence from your land has become so vast, we are happy to answer you, each one, for your kind letters.

Although you may not receive a personal answer to your letter, your letters are carefully read, and each one of them is of value in helping us to know you.

The many reports of prayer answered coming from you are very heart-warming. We rejoice with you in these victories.

We love to study the Bible, and the Bible study course are being helpful to you in very great measure. We are happy to be looking over His Word and your letters.

Because those wishing to study these courses can reach the mission home, we can handle through this office, we are always ready to answer questions of those who have completed these studies from foreign countries and help them. The Father will be pleased as you ask them to take this step with Him.

CORRESPONDENCE COURSES

We have four excellent Bible Courses which we are happy to be offering to the thousands who have befriended us. If you would have your mind renewed and grow in the Word, send for these studies.

Our first course—"THE BIBLE IN THE LIGHT OF OUR REDEMPTION" consists of 57 lessons. (With Diploma).

Our second course—"PERSONAL EVANGELISM" consists of 23 lessons. (With Diploma).

Our Third course—"ADVANCED BIBLE COURSE" consists of 60 lessons. (With Diploma).

Our Fourth course on Child Evangelism will consist of 10 lessons when complete with diploma.

The Father is blessing our work and enabling us to offer the lessons without charge. If you are in need of a service for the Master, form study groups in your home or church, using these lessons.

We will gladly send enough because each member of the class may have a copy.
The Herald of Life, a weekly periodical, was started by Methodist Episcopal church workers in the early 1900s to spread the message of Jesus Christ and the Bible. In this issue, the message focuses on the healing power of God and the stories of personal testimony from readers who have received healing and guidance through the works of Kenyon. The stories are from various parts of the country, showing the universal appeal and reach of the Herald of Life.

The letter writer expresses her gratitude for the magazine and its teachings, and she shares her own personal story of healing. She describes how the message of the Herald of Life has been a source of comfort and guidance in her life, helping her to find peace and wholeness.

The stories of healing are heartwarming and inspire hope and faith. They remind us of the power of God's love and the importance of faith in difficult times. The Herald of Life continues to be a valuable resource for those seeking spiritual guidance and healing.

The issue also includes a section on the history of the magazine, providing insight into its origins and evolution. It highlights the contributions of prominent figures in the church and emphasizes the magazine's role in spreading the message of Jesus Christ.

In summary, this issue of the Herald of Life provides a glimpse into the spiritual journey of its readers and the impact of the magazine on their lives. It serves as a reminder of the enduring power of faith and the importance of sharing spiritual messages with others.
Books by E. W. Kenyon

"What Happened"
A Bold Revelation of Long Hidden Truths
U. S. Price—Paper cover $1.00; Cloth $1.50; Leatherette $2.00
English Prices—Paper 6/- Cloth 9/- Leatherette 12/-

"New Creation Realities"
A Revelation of Redemption
U. S. Price—Paper cover $1.00; Cloth $1.50; Leatherette $2.00
English Prices—Paper 6/- Cloth 9/- Leatherette 12/-

"In His Presence"
The Secret of Prayer
U. S. Price—Paper cover $1.00; Cloth $1.50; Leatherette $2.00
English Prices—Paper 6/- Cloth 9/- Leatherette 12/-

"The Two Kinds of Life"
The Most Revolutionary Book of the Age
U. S. Price—Paper cover $1.00; Cloth $1.50; Leatherette $2.00
English Prices—Paper 6/- Cloth 9/- Leatherette 12/-

"The Father and His Family"
An Outline of the Plan of Redemption
U. S. Price—Paper cover $1.00; Cloth $1.50; Leatherette $2.00
English Prices—Paper 6/- Cloth 9/- Leatherette 12/-

"The Wonderful Name"
The Book That Has Changed the Prayer Life of Multitudes
U. S. Price—Paper cover $0.50 ... English Price—Paper cover 1/-

"The Two Kinds of Righteousness"
The Most Important Message Ever Given to the Church
U. S. Price—Paper cover $0.50 ... English Price—Paper cover 1/-

"Jesus the Healer"
A Revelation of the Father's Will for the Sick
Multitudes Healed While Reading It
U. S. Price—Paper cover $0.50; English Price—Paper cover 1/-

"The New Kind of Love"
The Book the World Needs. Nothing Like It Ever Written
U. S. Price—Paper cover $0.50 ... English Price—Paper cover 1/-

"The Two Kinds of Faith"
Shows Why the Church Has Failed, Why Faith Is Weak. It Will Put You "On Top"
U. S. Price—Paper cover $0.50; English Price—Paper cover 1/-

"Kenyon's Living Poems" (Revised and Enlarged)
U. S. Price—Paper cover $0.50; English Price—Paper cover 1/-

"The Two Kinds of Knowledge"
Tells Why the Educational World Rejects the Bible ... Why the Church Has Gone Modern.

"Identification"
A Revelation of What We Are in Christ

"Signposts on the Road to Success" A Book Every Young Person Should Read

SPECIAL OFFERS
Any 50c book with three 25c books for $1.00.
Five 25c books for $2.00.
Multitudes sold for 50c.

One copy of each book (paper cover) for $7.00. ($8.75 value)

SPECIAL NOTICE TO ENGLAND AND ALL BRITISH DOMINIONS AND COLONIES
For the convenience of our friends in England and the Colonies, all the above mentioned books, as well as our correspondence course, prices and papers may be obtained from:
W. C. W. Kenyon & Sons
The Bible and Trust Depot
219 Mary Street
Balsall Heath, Birmingham, England

Testimonies From Overseas

V. W. G., Nigeria
I have now completed my course of interest in "The Light of Our Redemption" and this is what the course has done for me. It has brought every class of knowledge: the Sience of Knowledge and the Knowledge of Knowledge. I have concluded that the Sience, Knowledge, or in fact, words, the knowledge of natural man, is vahesal. Now the Knowledge coming from every course has meant something to me. I am able to face the problem of healing: putting into action that which I have learned, and now I come well through the knowledge of the Word. The Holy Spirit is now within me. I have prayed at the name of Jesus and I was well. The next day I got up and went to work. I thank the Lord Jesus Christ.

R. G. C., England
These studies have been a wonderful blessing to my soul and have opened up the Word to me and revealed to me My Heavenly Father and His love. Praise His Name! The Lord bless you richly. I remember you daily at the Throne.

B. S., India
This has reference to your nile letter of March 5th which came to me as if sent by the hand of God. I am fully assured through the course that "The Fear of the Lord is the beginning of Wisdom" to be derived from the Word given us. This is really a blessed course I am taking. It is full of meaning, encouraging and blessing thousands of my family and friends without the knowledge of God. It is a course that every Christian should study.

P. C., Philippine Islands
Since I have been taking your course, I am now beginning to understand and start to pray to the un-saved men their need of a Saviour. The believers and new-comers are beginning to enjoy the truth of God's wonderful Word. My faith has been built up through your love and knowledge of the Word. May God richly bless you and all the people is my prayer.

E. E. R., Gold Coast
My brother has been a joy and a blessing to me. I am glad to receive acknowledgment of a copy of each of your books. These I am using carefully by the help of God's Spirit, and it is real joy for me to see the fruits of God's work. I pray that the Lord will make the teachings brought to me, and that I may be greatly impressed by the teachings.

A. S. Nigeria
The messages have been a joy and a blessing to me. It has helped me and made me want to study more. I thank you for having sent me such a blessing and I shall bless you and the workers.

J. W. D., Nigeria
I thank you for your appreciation of the Lord Jesus Christ for this Bible course. It has been a great help to me. I promise faithful to continue to the last. Since I started this course I have gained from the Word of God.

I. B. E., Nigeria
I love to read and to meditate. Your first course has made me a different man altogether. It has lifted me above the common level. My communion with the Father is perfected through the living Word. I am writing to you once that I have established a Prayer Band in your name. They have used the first verse in the Bible for their meetings. At present, I have 75 members in that Band. I am praying for the Salvation of Jesus Christ as the only Saviour.

C. E. F., Nigeria
From the bottom of my heart I am thanking you immensely for all your services to me. Your course is not only manifesting in health. My health is improving greatly owing to your course.

A. E. W., England
I am 74 and have a most excellent packed full of the wondrous grace and preserving power of our great Covenant keeping God.

Your book always rings an oboe in my mind. I have known the blessed Lord as Saviour of my soul for over 40 years and great undertaker of our earth's best life for 47 years. I am saved, whilst serving in Queen's India, at the age of 27. One Lord's day evening in the Armoury's work shop there was a battle of the present family of Jesus and the present family of God. I was saved whilst serving in Queen's India, at the age of 27. One Lord's day evening in the Armoury's work shop there was a battle of the present family of Jesus and the present family of God. I was saved whilst serving in Queen's India, at the age of 27. One Lord's day evening in the Armoury's work shop there was a battle of the present family of Jesus and the present family of God. I was saved whilst serving in Queen's India, at the age of 27. One Lord's day evening in the Armoury's work shop there was a battle of the present family of Jesus and the present family of God.